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WELCOME TO THE EARLY
MORNING WAKING MASTER

CLASS

You did it, you finally got your little one settled at bedtime without a
fuss, they sleep through the night, and then 5:00am hits. Poof, they are

awake, and nothing you do seems to make a difference in their ability to
sleep past 6:00am. Do you feel like you have tried it all and still have not

had sleep success past this point in the early morning hours?

Don’t stress, I know early mornings can be hard for everyone, your
child included. To be frank, some children are just early morning risers.

My son Max is - but we are a family that likes earlier bedtimes. We
always prioritized naps vs. sleeping in, so in turn, we programmed him
for early wakings because you only need so much sleep in the day. As I

write this, it’s 5:39am and he’s happily awake for the day. That works for
our family, but I know not everyone is in the same boat that we are, or

you wouldn’t be here.

If you are not a morning person, don’t fret. I have helped many families
solve their early morning wakings using these strategies, and I am

excited to help you do the same. There is not some magic pixie dust
that is going to fix or adjust your early morning waking. There are a

series of factors that impact the time your child rises, and with a little
detective work on your part and some adjustments that you will take
slow, you are going to extend that morning slumber to get you all the

right rest to be your best. 
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Let’s start with the basics. Is your child getting the right amount of sleep? Our

bodies only need so much sleep, so it’s important that we ensure we are

setting them up for success around their sleep needs.
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Recommendations according to the American Academy of Sleep Medicine.

Is Your Timing Right?

4-6 Months

Average Number of Naps: It will vary, focus on awake time
between naps
Awake Time Between Naps: 45-60 Min
Total Hrs of Sleep Per Day: 15-18 Hrs

0-6 Weeks

Average Number of Naps: It will vary, focus on awake time
between naps

Awake Time Between Naps: 
 1 - 1:45 Hrs    

Total Hrs of Sleep Per Day:
12-16 Hrs

6-12 Weeks

Average Number of Naps: 3-4 based 
on duration
Awake Time Between Naps: 1.5-2.5 Hrs
Total Hrs of Sleep Per Day - 12-16 Hrs

Average Number of Naps: 2-3 based on duration
Awake Time Between Naps: 3 Hrs

Total Hrs of Sleep Per Day: 12-16 Hrs

6-12 Months

Average Number of Naps: 1
Awake Time Between Naps: 4-5  Hrs
Total Hrs of Sleep Per Day: 11-14 Hrs

1-2  Years

3-4  Years

13-18 Years

Average Number of Naps: 1
 (Afternoon naps usually start to dwindle around 3.5.4 yrs of age)

Awake Time: 5-6  Hrs
Total Hrs of Sleep Per Day: 10-13 Hrs

Average Number of Naps: N/A
Awake Time: N/A
Total Hrs of Sleep Per Day: 9-12 Hrs

5-12 Years

Average Number of Naps: N/A
Awake Time: N/A

Total Hrs of Sleep Per Day: 8-10 Hrs



The first step in assessing the breakout of

your day is to determine whether or not your

child is getting too much daytime sleep,

causing them to be ready to go before the sun

is up. If you look at the above chart, it’s going

to show you the total needs your child has for

their age. Now remember, it’s a range and not

something set in stone, so it might require you

to test some timing to ensure your child is

balanced in personality and behavior when

they get the right sleep. (Guides according to

the AASM.)
P H O T O  B Y  M A R T I N  R .  S I T H
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Too Much Daytime Sleep

Let’s go through an example: If your child only needs a total of 14 hours of sleep in the

entire 24 hour day, and they get 4 hours of naps in the daytime and go to bed at 7:00 pm,

then it’s normal they are up at 5:00 am. You’ll have to start capping the naps and moving

an hour away from naps in the day so your body will tack it onto the morning within a

month of making the adjustment. 

The Last Nap to Bedtime Window is Off 
The total nap timing is important in balancing sleep needs while avoiding a child

building up too much sleep pressure, known as the hormone adenosine. Too much

adenosine build-up will trigger another hormone, cortisol, which is a stimulant. The last

nap to bedtime window is important for your child’s sleep success. If you are not timing

the window correctly, then they are going to be heading to bed overtired & stimulated.

Many parents believe that putting kids down later helps them sleep later, but it’s usually

the opposite. If you keep reading you will see how being overtired can impact not only

your overnights, but also your early mornings.

https://aasm.org/recharge-with-sleep-pediatric-sleep-recommendations-promoting-optimal-health/


Below is a chart, by age, of the right window from the last nap to bedtime:

I use 7:00 pm for all of my examples because I find that is the most common bedtime for

children under 4 years of age. If you are choosing a different time for bed, just adjust the

timing to calculate the window based on your ideal bedtime.

How a Child's Sleep Cycles Work
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P H O T O  B Y  M A R T I N  R .  S M I T H

Age
Ideal

Window

Last Nap

Waking
Bedtime

0-3

Months

4-5

Months

6-11

Months

12-24

Months

2-4

Years

60-75

Minutes

2 Hours

3 Hours

4 Hours

5 Hours

5:45 PM

5:00 PM

4:00 PM

3:00 PM

2:00 PM

7:00 PM

7:00 PM

7:00 PM

7:00 PM

7:00 PM
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Recommendations according to the American Academy of Sleep Medicine.

If your child is taking short naps during the day and can’t consolidate those sleep cycles without

support or help from you, my suggestion would be to start with my naps masterclass and fix that

issue first. Then, move on to the alignment of the day now that naps are consolidating. If your

child isn’t balanced in their daytime nap alignment, it’s going to cause them to be short on the

sleep that they need to balance the day, often causing overtiredness at bedtime. This can lead to

overnight wakings and early morning wakings, as discussed above.

Make sure you are balancing the day, based on your child’s ideal awake windows and ideal sleep

needs, as I broke down below:

Chronic Short Daytime Naps
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You want to ensure balance. Let me share a few examples: 

At 4-5 months old, your child needs between about 3 - 4 hours of

daytime sleep to balance their overnight. If they take a 3 hour nap in

the morning from 9-12, the likelihood they will take two naps to get

them to a 7:00pm bedtime is dismal. You may get two short naps, but

end up with a tired tyke at dinner. To better align the day with a

7:00am waking, the first nap would be at about 9:15am (2hr 15min

waking window). If they sleep for 90 minutes, that would mean they

were up at 10:45am. The next nap would be 1:00pm. Let’s assume that’s

a nap in the crib where they sleep for 45 minutes. Then, they would be

due at 4:00pm - and if for this nap they sleep for 60 minutes, that

would balance the day and properly align bedtime for 7:00pm and still

have them hit their goal of 3 - 4 hours in daytime sleep.

Between 6-12 months old, if your child was asleep for 3 hours in the

morning then protesting and skipping an afternoon nap, that would

typically be because they got the required amount of sleep, but at the

wrong time. So, the balance is off, and they will be overtired going into

bedtime.

If that happens, even with less of a duration, it could still lead to a

child skipping the afternoon naps or fighting going down. To avoid this,

you need to wake them from the morning nap (yes, I am serious) after

90 minutes or 2 hours, to ensure they can build up the right sleep

pressure to be ready to take an afternoon nap for 60-90 minutes. The

typical day for a baby from 6-12 Months would look like this when

awake for the day at 7:00 AM with a bedtime of 7:00 PM:

Nap Option 1: 10:00 AM - 11:00 AM then 2:00 PM - 4:00 PM 

Nap Option 2: 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM then 3:00 PM - 4:00 PM 

Nap Option 3: 10:00 AM - 11:30 AM then 2:30 PM - 4:00 PM

Chronic Short Daytime Naps



Are Your Hormone “Messengers” Off
Balance?

Adenosine levels rise when you are awake and lower as you sleep; it’s a gentle

balance. We want to ensure the balance of pressure is right in the day.

Melatonin, the hormone that helps prepare your body to sleep, is triggered by

darkness and your environment. That’s going to ensure balance and restoration in

your overnight sleep as well. This is your circadian rhythm.

Adrenaline is the hormone that fires in the daytime, helping us to be more alert and

awake.

Cortisol is the hormone triggered by stress and causes stimulation to the body.

During the daytime, your child builds up a hormone called adenosine, AKA “sleep

pressure,” as discussed earlier. If they don’t get the right sleep, the buildup of too much

sleep pressure triggers the brain to respond by firing the stimulant hormones adrenaline

and cortisol. (It thinks it’s helping you out, because it knows it’s sleep time and you are

not sleeping, so it tries to help you stay awake.) When this happens, many kids are

getting flooded with these hormones and it throws your whole body clock and balance of

hormones off, causing overnight and early morning wakings in addition to the struggles,

tears, and protest that are happening at bedtime.
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Our body’s hormones are like chemical

messages in the blood. Hormones control

many of the body’s processes, including

growth, development, reproduction,

responding to stress, metabolism, sleep, and

energy balance. It’s important to align your

body with the right windows to balance the

hormone response in the day and overnight

so that you can sleep optimally based on

your needs.



No ifs, ands, or buts about it, kids sleep better when

it is pitch black, like PITCH BLACK in the room. The

sun rising and setting can have an instant impact on

the wake-up time for your child. My suggestion

would be to have blackout shades and blackout

curtains to help ensure an ideal waking time in the

morning and the triggering of melatonin at bedtime

from the darkness. Also, night lights should only be

in the hallway, so you can see if you have to enter

their room. I would even go as far as to put a little

door sock at the base when possible to block that

night light from glowing into the room.

Environmental Factors

A child’s body temperature is coldest at 4:00am,

and that could play a role in early morning

wakings. The ideal temperature for your child’s

room regardless of the time of year is a range of

68 to 72 degrees Fahrenheit, or 20 to 22 degrees

Celsius. Here is my dressing guide, if you want to

align how you dress them with the right

environment or sleep space they may be in. You

have to pay attention to this, because as their

temperature begins to rise, so will they if they get

too warm.
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Room Temperature

The Room Should
Be A Bat Cave

https://amzn.to/36iRPIy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_body_temperature
https://tinytransitionsdownloadables.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com/Tiny+Transitions+-+Baby+Dressing+Guide.pdf


As children age, fear and anxiety (plus some habits) creep in, and they
may request a light in their room. The Pillow Pets are great, because
they will eventually turn off. If a night light is a must, I recommend a
Pink Himalayan Sea Salt Lamp, because it’s a soft light and dimmable.
After they fall asleep, go in and turn it to its lowest setting. The other
product I like is the Projectables, because they are also dimmable after
your little tyke is asleep, but they are still going to omit some small
light. When you travel, a great hack is to pack thumb tacks in your travel
bag and buy a box of cheap black garbage bags at the dollar store to take
care of the light issue if the the room you are staying in isn’t fitted with
shades or curtains.
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Light From Devices
There is light emitted from devices called blue light, which is similar to
the color and wavelength of daylight. Exposure to blue light in the
evening hours can confuse your body’s circadian rhythms, which is
responsible for regulating your sleep and wake cycles. This may reduce
or inhibit the production of melatonin, a hormone critical for sleep
function. In addition to the actual light itself, activities such as reading
and watching stimulating materials may also fire up your nervous
system and interfere with sleep.

Consider limiting the use of your devices to an hour before bed for all of
your family. Also, keep the devices out of your bedroom and buy a good
old fashioned alarm clock. That way, there’s no temptation to grab your
phone and have a quick look at 3am.

Motivation to Wake in the Morning
Is your little one waking because they know that when they do, you are
going to take them into your room and cuddle a little more before
starting the day? Do they know that once they are up, they get to watch
the TV or get on the tablet? Kids of all ages will hit a spot between sleep
cycles where they have slept ‘enough’ to function but will be a dumpster
fire all day if they don’t go back to sleep. If they are motivated to wake 

https://amzn.to/3q4qiCs
https://amzn.to/2Jn0kZS
https://amzn.to/3ld7CNk


up because of these things, or the habit slowly crept in, you need to change

the expectations of the morning. If they are under 6-8 months and it might be

a hunger waking, feed them quietly, and place them back to sleep in the crib

for another cycle or two.

For children over 6 months, start with not allowing the co-sleeping during

those early hours in your room, because they will wake earlier and earlier

over a few weeks hoping to get into your bed. Use something like breakfast or

getting dressed before they are allowed any device time. From 16 months on,

introduce a clock like the Hatch or OK to Wake Clock. Set a boundary that they

are not welcome to get out of their bed. even if they aren’t sleeping, until the

light is on. After a few days, that waking gets boring and they go back to sleep

for another sleep cycle or two. You can also incorporate the use of a rewards

chart  in order to aid in the transition.
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Motivation to Wake in the Morning
Continued

Noise Around the House
Is someone up and showering for work? Did the heat kick on and fill those

radiators, or perhaps the dog is up shaking his collar as he strolls down the

hallway? I had a client just the other day that realized it was her husband

leaving for work at 5am and the garage door opening.

A child is in lighter sleep early in the morning, and these noises could 100%

wake your child up from a peaceful sleep. Pay attention to if the timing of your

child’s waking correlates to something in the house. Use a white noise

machine in their room or even a small fan to help drown out the background

noises. You might need to adjust the volume based on their sensitivity to the

noise, so play with volume levels until you find that sweet spot.

https://amzn.to/3nZMlIx
https://amzn.to/2HKJxje
https://tinytransitionsdownloadables.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com/Tiny+Transitions+-+Bedtime+Reward+Chart-+Whales


Body Clock Management

The body clock (AKA our circadian rhythm)

tells our body when to sleep and when to wake

with a delicate balance of hormones, signals,

and triggers, all programmed into perfect

harmony. A big factor for your child waking

early could be light. When you wake for the day

vs. any other waking, you need to make it very

obvious that it's an acceptable time to get up.

Go into the room, open the curtains, turn on

the lights, sing a song, and make it a very

different ‘engagement’ from any other waking.

This ensures they start to separate morning

wakings from any sporadic ones overnight.
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Let There Be Light

The First Morning Feeding
To set a clear boundary for your child around

when their first eating of the day is and where

it happens, you need to create a distinction

between waking to eat and any other waking. I

would advise you to move to a different room

upon waking, then feed, so as to create that

separation from the bedroom. If you do feed in

the bedroom, open the blinds, turn on the light,

and if needed change a diaper to ensure they

get the picture.

The First Nap to Wake Window
Many families will adjust the first morning nap

earlier to balance the morning waking. If you

constantly have to do that, you are setting that

early waking in stone by conforming to that wake

up time. Do your best to set the wake up timing of

the first nap from a 6:00am waking perspective,

even if they woke earlier than 6. While they might

be a tad overtired going into it, it will ensure that

you set their body clock to adjust their naps, not

the other way around.

*This takes balance, if your baby is up at 4am,

that’s not morning. They need to go back down.

Mis-Alignment of the Naps & Not
Enough Sleep
IIf you are not paying attention to the daytime

sleep and the timing is off, it’s going to mean that

they are overtired going into bed, which you don’t

ever want. Overtiredness causes a child’s body to

fire cortisol, a stimulant hormone, that floods their

body and causes them to wake up in the early

morning hours when their sleep cycle is the

lightest. The balance of naps and total sleep in the

day, timed with a put down based on the last nap

awake window, are crucial to your little one

sleeping in. No, keeping them up won’t help them

sleep in (thanks for the advice grandma.) In fact,

it’s the opposite, so always choose the bedtime

based on the awake window, not on the clock.
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Recommendations according to the American Academy of Sleep Medicine.

Mis-Alignment of the Naps &
Not Enough Sleep

Below is a chart showing the stages of sleep your child goes through. It will

help you understand your child's needs and how you can make sure they are

getting restorative sleep.



Old habits are hard to break. If your child is used to support to sleep

like rocking, eating, driving, bouncing, co-sleeping, etc. then that’s

what they believe they need to go to sleep. Once they get used to it

happening in the early morning hours, they are going to look for it.

They need to go to bed and sleep through the night independently. If

they are up at 5 looking for you to come in and rock them for another

hour, guess what? They are going to keep waking because you are

willing to do it. If this happens to you, it’s in my experience that you

should stay out of the room altogether, as they are just going to get

stimulated seeing you, then upset when you don’t do what they are

looking for. Instead, ensure through the monitor that they are good,

and force them to resettle into another cycle or two of sleep.

It may take a little time and some protest, but after a few days they

will get the message that your support back to sleep is no longer an

option. No parent likes to hear a child protest, and if you are ever

unsure, check on your child. They are not robots, but if the second you

open the door they stop, smile, and reach for you, it’s habit and you

need to break it.

Behavioral Impacts
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Can I {insert prop here} for Just 5 More Minutes?

Want vs. Need
To elaborate a little more on what I discussed about looking at the

early wakings with the ‘do they want or need this’ question, your mind

can help you balance your response. If a child needs us, we go to them,

but if they just want us because it’s what they desire, then that is a

change that you have to make. So, the next time you have an early

morning waking, ask yourself if it’s a want or a need. With balance,

respond based on what you feel is going on.  If you choose to support

them one day thinking they were hungry, for example, and they take an

ounce and are done, then you confirmed it is just a want, not a need.

Then, you can feel more confident the next day with what’s happening.

https://amzn.to/2NzwYr2
https://amzn.to/2NzwYr2


People often ask me “when should a child sleep through the

night”, and that response is always the same. “When they get

24-32oz (709ml - 946ml) in the day and have good independent

sleep skills.” (AKA, no bad habits of rocking or eating to sleep

every time.) I encourage you to offer full feedings vs. snack

feedings in the daytime. If they are over 6 months and still

eating overnight, slowly offer less overnight, so that the next

day you can move that milk to the daytime hours. In the first

year, ensure that they are not filling up on solids that have less

nutrient content. Milk is macro-nutrient dense, so give them

what they need to sustain sleep. I have clients between 6 & 12

months who are still struggling with overnights and early

morning wakings. Cut out any non-milk food for a few days to

ensure they get nutrient dense food in the daytime.

There is a balance to when your child is going to eat,

based on their age. The entire first year, children take

24-32 oz (709ml - 946ml) in a 24 hour period. When

they get this is going to be balanced by their age,

habits, and size of their tummy.

Surely, a newborn is going to wake at night to eat

because their belly is small. Their first weeks of life,

they are often going to need several feedings

overnight. As their bellies grow, they can sustain

longer periods overnight without eating.

Intake and Balance in Nutrition
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If they are going 10 hours and waking at 5am at 5 months, they may be hungry. Wake, feed

them in the dark room, and put them back down. If they wake at 5am, eat, and go back to

sleep, it is in most cases a habit. If they are waking to ‘eat’ and immediately passing out on

the breast or bottle, it’s habit, not hunger, so you need to stop that from happening.

https://tinytransitionsdownloadables.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com/Stomach+Size+Chart.pdf


Still Stuck?
If you have tried this all and are still stuck, there are a few options you have to try to get over that early

morning waking hump.
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An Earlier Bedtime Putdown
Every child is going to sleep in cycles, and adjusting bedtime back a little protects them from potentially

being overtired, but also where they fall cycle-wise in the early morning wakings. Let me explain: You

sleep in cycles each night, and each cycle is a certain duration. If they are waking at the same time every

early morning, it means that after a certain number of cycles, they are going from deep to light sleep

and have slept ‘enough’ to feel OK, and they are then waking. To combat this and shift the cycles around

timing wise, bring bedtime back 30 minutes, for example. They are going to hit that spot earlier and the

body is going to respond with ‘no, too early’ and head back to sleep for another few cycles.

Daylight Savings / Travel, Or Just a Whole Timing Shift
If there is a situation where you need to shift it all, we are going to get you there. Just know that it can

take a few weeks. It is not something you can tackle overnight, or even in a few days. Children only need

so much sleep in a 24 hour period. If they nap well and have a nice early bedtime, they aren’t going to be

tired enough to keep sleeping. This was my kids until the age of 5. I liked naps and a 7:00 bedtime, but as

a result, my kids were up for the day at 5:30/6:00am. However, I am a morning person, up at 5:00am,

and I would rather have time to myself in the evening (hence the early bedtime) vs. them sleeping in.

You do you, but know they only need so much sleep.

Perhaps you make a move and need to shift their clock and timing to align. How you would do it would

be to push naps and their bedtime about 15 minutes for 3 days at a time until you reach the new desired

time. Once you get to the new time, you then need to have the body clock adjust, which can take a week

or two to recalibrate their rhythms.
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Still Stuck with a Waking?

Waking to Sleep Approach
The final adjustment you can look to make is something sleep experts call waking-to-sleep, and it just

may be the only thing that ‘resets’ your child’s clock into knowing it’s not quite time to wake for the day.

Think about when your spouse is snoring and you elbow them ever so ‘gently’ to snap them out of it.

What you are actually doing is resetting their sleep cycle, causing them to stop snoring until they get

back into that deeper state of sleep. That’s sort of what we are doing for your child.

If they are up every day at the same time, you need to set your alarm for about 15 minutes before they

wake. Go to their room and try to arouse them enough to JUST MOVE A LITTLE but not so much that

they wake. It would be a soft whisper from the door, a light blow to their hair or the faintest touch with

your finger on their toe. Once they move, they have reset their cycles, and you need to get out of there.

Don’t click the door closed, just close it enough. Then, because their cycle was reset, they will sleep

through the normal early waking and get up at a more palatable time to start the day. You need to

repeat this for about 4-5 days to reset their sleep cycles long-term, but the short term sacrifice of that

alarm waking you for a few days will be much better than a 5:00am waking every day!
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Notes
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described in the Tiny Transitions Program.  Reliance on any information provided by Courtney
R. Zentz is solely at your own risk.

You are free to download or print the e-book and any of the documents and files shared with you
for your own personal use, though you will agree that you will not reproduce, distribute, email,

or otherwise share them without written consent from Tiny Transitions, as they are copyrighted
materials. Any unauthorized sharing of these materials will result in legal action.
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Disclaimers

T I N Y  T R A N S I T I O N S  N E W B O R N  S L E E P  G U I D E

Exclusion of Liability
Courtney R. Zentz does not make any representations or warranties, express or implied,

regarding the consulting services provided.  Courtney R. Zentz’s liability (if any) is limited to the
consulting fee paid by you to Courtney R. Zentz, and in no event will Courtney R. Zentz be liable

to you for any other claim, losses or damages.
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